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OIL PLUS MAINTENANCE
Furniture & Millwork
The first week after the application of Rubio Monocoat Oil Plus furniture and fixtures
should only be cleaned with a dry cloth or a duster. Wipe up spills as they occur. After the
first week a dampened cloth, well wrung, can be used to clean spills and spots. Three weeks
after the application the pieces can be cleaned with Monocoat Surface Care Spray. RM
Oil Plus 2C is water resistant after one week and liquids can be used for cleaning. Normal
day to day cleaning can be done with a cloth or duster.
Treating your oiled furniture with Monocoat Refresh every 12 to 24 months will greatly
extend the life of the finish. Refresh is a revitalizing treatment oil that restores and protects
surfaces treated with Monocoat Oil Plus. Refresh is used when the surface looks dry or
rough in areas where the finish has worn. Maintenance with Refresh will replace the oil that
has worn away and add protection to that area
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Clean the surface.
Apply Monocoat Refresh on to the surface to be treated and spread with a cloth.
Use a minimal amount of the product to prevent the surface from becoming sticky.
Allow the product to react for five minutes.
Wipe the surface dry with a cloth or paper towel. Polish until the surface feels
completely dry.
Work in zones that can be fully wiped dry within 15 minutes.
The surface will be completey dry and usable after 5 hours.

Refresh is available in a 400 ml. spray can, .5 & 1 liter cans.
Consumption: +/- 1,075 s.f. / liter
Oil-saturated cloths can spontaneously combust and must therefore be burned, placed in water or
kept in a lidded-sealed metal container.

